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VOL. XIX.

NO. 1

CINCINNATI, OHIO, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1933

Freshman Rules Transylvania's Waterloo, and Wellington?- Xavier Eleven
To Open Season
Go Into Effect
Caps Must Be
Worn On All
Occasions

ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
DISCUSSES ACTIVITIES

NEW MEMBERS JOIN
XAVIER CHESS CLUB

Transylvania
To Be First
Xavier Foe

The Board of Governors of the
Xavier's Chess Club held its 'first
Alumnae Association headed by Miss
meeting of the year Tuesday, SepLoretta Sullivan, met last night in
tember 19, in Room 56, Biology
the administration offices to discuss
Building. William Young, president
activities of the Xavier women gradof the club last year, again was
uates for the coming season.
elected to head the organization.
A recent campus improvement
An election was necessary because
contributed by the Alumnae was
Samuel Bauman, elected president
the furnishing of draperies for the
for this year, did not return to
Caplain Wiethe To Lead
lobby of the Biology Building.
Sophomores Plan An Active school. Eugene Ryan, elected secreA student entered the University
tary last spring, will return to his
Team From New Position
Ca~paign Against All
this fall on a scholarship furnished
position throughout this school year.
/i:llllT STRND'i
by the Alumnae. They have conAt Left Tackle
Several applications for memberOffenders Of Rules
ship were accepted at the meeting.
Jn the past, lack of reserve the Musketeer line-up. Considering tributed an annual scholarship for
Xavier UniverSity gridders are
several
years.
The Club decided to hold their primed for their battle with the strength has handicapped Transy the comparatively short time they
Carnegie ~rech, \Vashington and
The 1933-34 scholastic year has meetings on Wednesday afternoons. Transylvania College Pioneers, Fri- greatly, but this year, thanks to have had to prepare for the grid
JeITerson, Loyola, Centre, Indiana,
been in progress just about a week
day night, under the flood lights of good sophomore material, the Pio- inaugural, the Meyermen look exand Haskell,-lhe six best teams
now, and the students are beginning
neers
appear
really
formidable.
The
ceptionally
good.
However,
many
Corcoran Field. The Musketeers
Xavier has ever been called upon to
to inquire as to when the Freshmen
have defeated the Lexington, Ken- Musketeei's have been warn~d not weak points in the Musketeer attack
meet on successive week-ends. That
rules will go into effect and just
tucky, youths for eight consecutive to take Transy too lightly, as over- may show up in the first contest
is the cloud darkening Xavier's horwhat those rules will be.
years, never without a hard battle. confidence has losi more than one which will have to be eliminated
izon this September.
These, and many more questions
Coach Joe Meyer announced that game for the Blue and White in past before the harder games.
However Coaches Meyer and
were answered Wednesday noon at
George T. Bird and his Musketeer
the Xavier rooting section wil.l be years. The visitors will probably
Crowe
feel that this yenr more than
12: 20 when a meeting was held at
shifted to the Parkway side of the resort to an aerial game in an effort band will be on hand to demonstrate Four Courses 0£ Special Ap· any previous season, Xavfor will be
Science Hall in Room 208, The rules New Campus lUoderalor Ap- stadium for this year's games. Band, to cross the Xavier goal line.
intricate drill formations and to play
prepared to give a sterling account
11cal To Calholic Lay
were read and thoroughly explained
Coaches Joe Meyer and Clem lively colleg'e songs. Frederick Learooters, alumni, and players' bench
on all fronts. As Xavier may expointed To Succeed
to the Freshmen by Reverend Father
People To Be Given
have been transferred to this new Crowe have been busy the past man Jr. will again strut as drum
pect
to be outweighed in all six of
Steiner, S. J., Campus Director, and
week ironing out the rough spots in major of the band.
Fr. Gallagher
location.
these tilts, deception and an aerial
Henry Jordan, Student Council PresFour
courses
of
special
appeal
to
attack
will necessarily be the heaviident.
Catholic lay people of academic est guns of the Blue and White.
With the resumption of classes
BOB HELMICK HEADS
A copy of the "Do's and Don'ts"
Despite the loss of four regulars
are posted on the main bulletin the student finds that some of the
U}
NEW BUSINESS STAFF
training were announced nl Xavier of last year's Musketeer outfit, a forboard, and it is . highly advisable familiar faces which beamed upon
University this week as part of midnble army of 22 Sophomore canthat each and every Freshman be- him from the teacher's rostrum have
Xavier's expanding program of ser- didates has wiped the loss from the
Robert Helmick, '35, has been apcome thoroughly acquainted with
pointed Business Manager of the
_ __
vice to all groups in the community. books. Eight lettermen, all with two
vanished;
others.
not
so
familiar.
them . In this issue of the "Xaverian
years' experience, is another reason
Xnverinn News, to fill the vacancy
News" there is also a copy of the have taken their places in attemptThese courses will be open to that this year's Musketeers should
caused
by
the
withprawal
of
Rich-1
lUoellering
Is
Seedctl
Nnm·
rules and the Frosh are expected to ing to implant a few grains of wis- New Organization \Viii Be ard Merling from school.
those
who
desire
to
attend
merely
as
surpass
the efforts of last.
·
b
0
I I
cut it out and forever carry it on dom into the student's consciousness. Open To Evci•y Connncrce
auditors. The nature of each course
The most heated contest for a poHelmick has served as Advertiser ne 11 ntt•umural
their person-or else!
is such that anyone whether regu- sition on the team is that taking
ing Manager of the paper for the I
Tourney
Two members of the former facAnd Finance Stmlenl
Those cute little blue and white
larly enrolled or allending just as f place for the center post. Not one of
last half of the '32-33 school year
_ __
1
pots are now on sale at the Book- ulty have been assigned other posts
.
.
.
last year's centermen has returned.
Steinkamp and Luebbers were lost
store. The deadline for purc(iasing throughout the province. Father
Fred Perry's recent appearance in an auditor will denvc benefit.
A meeting of all students in the
Cincinnati seems to have inspired
In order to be available to the through graduation while Monte
them is Friday noon,-and woe to Gallagher, former Campus Moder- College of Commerce and Finance
Xavier Tennis enthusiasts as has greatest number all four courses will Farrell is unable to play due to an
him who is caugltt without his cap ator, ·and Instructor in Public Speak- will be held at 8 P, M. tonight in
been proved by the large turnout for be given al night on the Avondnlc injury received last year. Monte,
after tltat. No excuses whatsoever ing, has been transferred to Cleve- Room 51 of the Biology Building.
the annual Tennis Tournament.
will be accepted for not having the land. Father Keller, head of the
ca
however, is handling the two strongThe
purpose
of
this
meeting
is
the
mpt!s.
.
est aspirants, Bill Grogan and Charpot.
The fact that the members to fill
formation of a club which- will be
Chemistry
Department,
has
been
asDes1gned
especially
for
p~rcnts
Icy
Barrett, but the starter has not
in empty spaces on the Tennis Tearn
It is not definitely decided as yet
adapted to the special demands of
,
will be chosen from the showing in and teachers lhc course enlltled: yet been chosen.
as to just what system will be used signed to the staff of Detroit Univer- commerce students. While the main
"Foundations
.or
Cl~aracler
an~
CharAnother
well-fought-for position
this tournament has also urged the
to enforce the regulations this year, sity.
purpose of the organization· will be
acter
Edu~alton"
is
to
be
given
by
will
be
the
Jeft
flank.
Bob
Dreman,
students
who
have
responded
to
the
but Charles Duffy, Sophomore Class
To take over the places left vacant the encouragement of friendship and
number of '41. This is the largest Rev. Martm J. Phee,. S. J., Head of sophomore, is hustling Tom Schmidt
President, is of the opinion that last by their departure three new men mutual understanding among the
number to compete for the cham- the Depnrtme~1l of ~101ogy, and the for that position and here too the
year's system will again be employ- have been added to the University students, a large number of activfi!·st classes will bcgm Tuesday eve- starter can not be definitely picked.
pionship since its start.
ed, namely, the Vigilante and his Faculty. They are are Rev. C. L. ities have becm proposed for discusBoth have slight injuries, Dreman
Neophyte.
Jim Dorsey, champion for-the past nmg, Sept. 20, at 7: 30 P. M.
Steiner, S. J., who will assume the sion which range from events of a
The other courses in this group with a shoulder injury and Schmidt
two years, and John JeITre, finalist
Approximately 120 heavy, busi- office of Campus Moderatorj the Rev. purely social nature to those in
Robert Helmick
in both those years, are both ruled announced only in outline thus far, with a hand sprain. However it is
ness-like, oaken paddles (which 1''rederick Miller, S. J., who will which only the serious-minded busand previous lo .that was a member ineligible because of their position will be conducted by the depart- safe to assert that both men will see
look more like bed slats) will fall head the Chemistry Department; Mr. iness man would find an interest.
ments of English, Re1igion 1 and action. The other end will be held
upon something like 113 fresh Fresh- Phillip Coogan, S. J., who will serve
The main business of the evening of the business staff for a year and on the Tennis Team. This leaves Physics.
down by Woody Sander with Russ
the tournament a wide open affair
ies around about the middle of this as Instructor in Chemistry.
will consist of a consideration of the a half.
Rev. Claude J. Pernin, S. J., will Sweeney and Jack MacKenna JeadThe new business manager ·has but there arc several seeded players.
Father Steiner, in addition to his rcpot·t of the committee which was
week, but the sophomores, noble
concluct
a
course
on
'
Books
nnd
ins substitutes.
and tender-hearted men that they duties as Campus Moderator, will appointed to make the preliminary been prominent in school activities Moellcring is seeded No. 1, then
0
are, promise to "go easy" on the conduct classes in French and Reli- study of plans for the club, and the· since his entrance to the University Seigle, Monohan, and Hurley in that Plays in which the discussion will
center
on
modern
literature
and
Frosh for the first few days. Mon- gion. He comes here from the Uni- election of officers for the coming having won the Washington Orator- order.
S'l'A1t1·1~«; ·r.1~tmL"
ical contest last April with his DanHowever the News considers Mon- plays involving Catholic thought and
J., E, Urt•1111111
day, however, their .. hearts will be versity of St. Louis. Before enter- year.
J,, 'I', \\'t•lllw
its connection with the problems of
hardened and their palms itching to ing upon duties at that school he
ie!
O'Connell
oration.
ohan
a
better
man
than
third
choice
1,, (i. Colemon
After being discussed by the memdaily life.
swing the lumber,-and can they had spent several years studying in bers
and
is
also
willing
to
go
on
record
l'.
Cirn1:1111
of the club, these plans will be
It, H, ,Jnnlw
A course on "Psychology of ReFrance, Holland, and Germany. He
swing it!
o
as favoring Jim Murphy as the
submitted to the proper authorities
It. 'I', \\'ll1:h1,i;ligion" will be conducted by Rev.
Freshmen, don't say that you received his M. A. from the Univer- so that the organization will receive
"Dark Horse."
Jt, B. ~n111h•r
sity of Detroit. As Campus Moderq, 11, llt'IUllll'll
haven't been warned.
Matches will take place every day Dr. Murtha J. Boylan, S. J., head of
J,, 11. ,Junln11
the department of Philosophy and
ator Father Steiner will act as Fac- official recognition by the authoriIL II. Jo:ld1•r
The end of the initiation, though ulty Supervisor of many of the ties of the university as soon as poswhen. the condition of the courts will include discussion of the New
1-',U, l'L'llll(llJ:IOll
o
permit
and
tournament
matches
not definitely decided upon, will school organizations. Among these sible.
Testament
and
the
psychological
should appeal to every athletic fan.
probably be the day before Thanks- are the Xaverian News, the MuskeThe committee which has spent
questions involved, together with
_
The players entered are: In the their influence on Catholic life,
giving, when the Sophomores will teer, the two Sodalities, the Student considerable time in studying the
And now \VC come to the tackles.
give a big "party" for the Frosh in Council, and the X Club. He will many suggestions which were offer- Clef Club To Sing At Football top bracket: W. Moellering, seeded
In this position Xavier challenges
Rev. Dr. Victor C. Stcchschulte, S.
.. the Fieldhouse. The entertainment also be Student Counciler of the ed to them by students and faculty
Gumcs Ami Rallies
No. 1, J. McMahon, H. Link, R. J., will conduct the fourth course any team in Ohio to match our two
will consist in athletic contests of all Freshman Class. Father Steiner, members consists of Howard J.
Moores, L. G~rtner, L. Flynn, R.
senior
s111earers", Captain John
McCoy, D. Moorman, R. Moores, R. titled Modern Problems in Science." Weithe and Cole Wilging. Both men
kinds between the first and second while a student at Detroit U. was Linz, Walter J. Moellcring, .and
This Year
This course, extending over two se- have received numerous "All" mengrades. Following this refreshments one of the group that organized the Kenneth F. Fraser.
Krabach.
mesters, will treat of the interpretawill be served in the Union House. first newspaper there.
In the second bracket we have N. tion of modern scientific discoveries tions last year, Wilging being "AllJudging by the enthusiasm which
The Xavier University Clef Club,
Ohio" tackles while Wielhe was AllMr. Coogan will teach Inorganic has been shown already this com- under the baton of Mr. John Castel- Post, C. Riley, E. Stratman, A. Hall- in the light of Catholic thought.
Opponenl" guard on Carnegie's
Chemistry and supervise several lab- mittee predicts that the club will be lini, met Tuesday evening in the bach, J. Murphy, our "Dark Horse,"
schedule. If substitutes should be
oratory periods. He may also con- a real live wire organization of Union House for the first rehearsal R. Cappel, W. Shulte, J. Doyle, J.
READERS' THOUGHTS
needed, Siggilo, FrazcI\ Imwalle,
Yates,
R.
Hurley,
seeded
No.
4.
duct a class in Mathematics on the which the entire university will be of the yea1'.
Sontag, and Overbeck will be availLeo Koester, elected president of In the third bracket come Seigle,
Signed letters expressing the downtown Campus. Mr. Coogan proud.
able.
Incidently these tackles avertwo years at the associate
In welcoming the members of the the club last year, assumed the du- No. 2, McKenna, J. Flynn, F. Shanviews of students on any or all studied
age over two hundred pounds.
school of the University at Milford, Freshman Class to attend this meet- ties of office and announced that non, E. Dodd, A. Koeppe, F. Mezur,
subjects will be printed with the and.
'ro fill in at Wiethe's vacant guard
three years at Columbia Uni- ing and to become active members very shortly the Business Manager L. Voet, L. Williams, and F. ClemNEWS reserving the right to se- versity,
position, Coach Crowe favors Carl
New York City. He like- of the club, the committee feels that of the Club will be appointed.
ens.
lect those to appear.
Jonke, a speedy sophomore. Jonke,
wise comes here from St. Louis.
it is doing its part to encourage that
In the last bracket the following
Almost seventy students reported
Father Miller, new chemistry di- new spirit of cooperation which is to for rehearsal Tuesday evening. Con- will battle it out: J, McKibben, Wm. All Speeches !\Inst Be Pre· although inexperienced, is one of the
coolest men on the team and should
rector, attended St. John's College, be found on the campus this year sequently a more than promising sea- Lambert, E. Blau, E. Maier, R. Mosemake a fine running mate for the
llared Several Duys Be·
Toledo, and later, 1928-29, taught and which has as its motto "At least son is in view for the Clef Club this man, K. Darragh, C. Graves, R.
STUDENT DIRECTOR
well known ,Jim Coleman. Word,
chemistry at that . institution. He one activity for every student."
fore The Debute
year. The concert season will prob- Smith, C. Lecount, G. Gillespie, J.
Dodd, McCormack may be expected
studied at Ohio State University in
FOR BAND
ably begin before December 1. Plans Monoham, No. 3 seeded but our No.
to fill in.
1931 and during the past summer he
may be made to sing at football !.
The starling backfield will contal,1
With almost a century of pro!UeCREARY INJURED
·Last Wednesday, the opening day received the appointment to his
games and rallies, featuring college
four lettermen but here too the
gressive
spirit
behind
it
the
Poland
present
position.
songs.
,
of school, the Musketeer Band held
sophomores
will be injected into the
Philopedian Society again renewed
A new lay professor has been
John McCreary, Junior, Xavier
The Club this year will have pro- JUERMAID TAVERN TO
its initial meeting to settle the mat- added
its activity this past monday at its lineup to rest up the "regs". Branthe faculty in the person halfback, was injured during scrim- grams over all local broadcasting
ters that were under discussion at of Mr. to
ELECT
NEW
MEJUBERS
regular meeting quarters in the nen, Jordan, Pennington and Elder
Edwin F. Thorburn, C. P. A., mage practice Tuesday evening. He stations. Charles Schirrmann, Mus.
the close of last year. As the offiMary G. Lodge Library Building, furnish speed, drive, and experience
for Squibb-Pattison, In- was removea to the Good Samaritan B., returns for his sixth year as accers and moderator were away dur- accountant
The next meeting of the Mermaid when Robert Ryan, '34, President of and will start while McCreary and
corporated.
Mr.
Thorburn
is
profesHospital. Dr. Wesley L. Furste, companist for the musical organiza- Tavern, literary and fraternal oring the summer no settlement was
the Society took the gavel and called Profumo ,..,in be the most experiof junior and senior accounting team physician, stated that McCrea- tion.
reached, so nothing definite could be sor the
enced substitutes. Wunderlich and
ganization, is to be held Tuesday
Xavier day School of Com- ry's left hip muscle was pulled. If
Rehearsals are held every Tues- evening, September 26, in the Tav- for order.
announced at the meeting. This in
After a short address by the pres- Sack at quarter, Jim Sweeney and
he ~ontinues his rapid improvement day evening at 7:30. Not only fresh- ern's private club-room, in Finn
, much, however, is certain: the merce and Finance.
Bucklew
at fullback, and Schwing
Monday will see him back in the men, but all upper-classmen are Lodge. The committee in charge is ident who called to the minds of the and Schmeig at ha.Ifs a.re also men
· members' have reconsidered their
student members of the organization
line-up;
urged to join the Club this year.
stand of last ·year and are ready to PLANS ARE ANNOUNCED
collecting furnishings for the club- that the Phi!opedian Society was the likely to break in.
start over again. With this attitude
Casualties have been thankfully
room, in order to create a real tav- oldest and most illustrious body at
FOR FALL FESTIVAL
came the appointment, by George
ern atmosphere of Shakespeare's Xavier, the Moderator, Reverend absent so far this season but an at·~---·--·--·-·----·
Bird, director, of Richard Reichle as
tack
of appendicitis, suffered by
day.
It
has
been
announced
that
Mr. Nicholas J, Janson, one of
Robert E. Manning, addressed the
student director for the year, Wal- Xavier's more prominent alumni, is
meetings will be held every two members. The Moderator stressed Stan Haffey has deprived Xavier of
ter Hurley, librarian, and William General Chairman of Arrangements
weeks during the school year.
the fact that beginning with this se- its foremost passer. The length of
Lambert and Nelson Post as Senior for a Xavier Benefit Fall Festival,
I The summer months of 1933 found mester
only Philopedian members Haffey's absence is not definitely.
1. Freshmen must wear caps OD all occasion.
and Junior managers respectively. Saturday and Sunday, October 21
the
Mermaid
Tavern
a
most
active
are
to be eligible for Xavier's De- known but Doc Wesley Furste thinks
2. Freshmen Caps shall be worn on and oft the campus until the
The reason for the appointment of and 22.
organization. The Tavern met the bating Team. Father Manning also that he will be able to play later in
date decided· upon by the Student Council.
a student director was explained by Organizations sponsoring the twolast Tuesday in every month in the asked for the co-operation of mem- the season.
Freshmen
must
speak
to
everyone
on
the
Campus.
3.
Mr. Bird as being necessary since he day fete include the university alumColonial Room of the Cricket Tav- bers in having regular attendance
4. Freshmen should never loiter_ on the steps of the Science Hall
will not be able to attend the night nae and alumni associations, the
ern, where ale and pretzels, with an among themselves.
or the Library Building.
PROFESSOR ORDAINED
-games. . It will be the duty of the University Athletic Association, the
abundance of good literary fare and
Hereafter, according to the Mod5. Freshmen must carry matches at all times.
. , student director to direct the band Xavier Foundation, the Booklover's
good fellowship. A number of grad- erator, all speeches and prepared
Each
Freshman
must
answer
to
his
vigilante
for
all
violations
6.
One of the two Americans to be
upon the J!eld for all night games. Association, the Parent-Teacher's
uate members, including the three material must be handed in two or
of tules.
_ ·
former hosts1 were present at each three days before the person who ordained November 21, in Kurseong,
There were about fifteen new men Association, the student body, the
7. There will be a weekly court for the purpose of trying those
India,
is a former scholastic of Xaof the meetings.
who showed up for this meeting. High School Alumni, Kappa Sigma
who offend against the rules.
vier High School, Cincinnati, Mr.
Membership in the Mermaid Tav- prepared the work is to debate.
This almost doubles the number of Mu society, and the St. Xavier
8. A week from the reading of these Rules each and every FreshJohn
Brink,
Chairman
on
Debates
Richard
We!Oe, S. J. As professor
ern is limited to thirteen. Five new
the all-college band that was organ- Church sodalities.
man must know the University song (Xavier for Aye) so as
members are to be elected shortly, has as his assistants on the Debate of history and classical language, he
ized for the first time last year.
Letters will be sent this week to
to be able to sing It at the Kenyon football game.
one from each of the four years, and Committee Donald Frederick, Rich- taught many of the students now
Some badly needed· talent was add· the alumni class secretaries who will
9. Freshmen shall supply bon·flre material for pep rallies and be
matric\llating at Xaveir University.
one member-at-large. The Host ard Kearney and Walter Blum.
ed. For the past year there has not be asked to cooperate with the Fesever ready to do odd chores about the campus.
The next debate which is to be The news of his ordination is receivpointed out today that anyone in the
been a base horn player In the tival Committee by communicating
All
freshmen
shall
be
seated
In
the
first
rows
of
the
rooters
10.
ed
on the campus, therefore, with ull.:..
College of Liberal Arts or School of held a week from this coming Monschool but this· year will see one of with the members of their respecsection at all games and must make. their presence known by
.
Commerce is eligible for member- day will be contested between An- usual interest.
Xavier's own men filling the post. tive classes.
..
their
vigorous
cheering.
Mr. Weltle, S .. J., who was sent to
ship. Aspirants should announce thony Schrriieg-James Sweeney, neg~:;;·~r:if': Rehearsals will be held twice a week A special demonstration before the
At
all
student
assemblies;
Freshmen
shall
remain
In
their
11
•
India
in
1929
after
two
years
of
their carfdidacy by submitting ade- ative, and William Young-Dick
., . 'during football season, on Tuesday opening of the -fete proper, will be
plaees until all the upper elusmen have departed.
The teaching at the High School; has two
quate samples of their literary ef- Kearney, on the affirmative.
: _:.:and'Tliursday. · Any men desiring held . Friday night, October 20, on
Freshmen
llllall
know
these
Rules
and
should
keep
them
In
12.
forts to either the Moderator, Rev. suliject for debate will be "Resolved brothers also in the Jesuit Order,
-.... membership :In the organization are Corcoran Field. On that evening
their memories by reading them often. They must be ready
Paul J. Sweeney, S. J., or the Host, that the Sovereign State of Ohio one being Rev. Frederick Welfle0 s;. "
: ·:..;reqiietiteil'to"110.to·the Fieldhouse at Xavier University's ·football team
to .make amends for the slightest violations•
John E. Snyder, '34, before the end Should Adopt A Retail Sales Tax for J., .. professor· of History· at Xavier·
. );'3: 15"" on1either:,of.. theiie days; or to plays Washington and Jefferson Col•
•
._...;.
•
•
_
_
._.._,
_
_
,
_
_
~. Of the next week.
University.
·
'
Unemployment Relief Purposes,"
:,(,•.~:¥r-':~c~oy,du~ln~ .the week. - lege of·Washington, Pa. -

I

Xavier Offers
Night COllrSeS

New Members
Join Faculty

Commerce Cl I
Meets Tonight

Racketeers Sign
For Tournament

I

1

I

Report
SJnO'erS
"
I
RehearQali
For. ___
I

11

11

Philopedians
Hold Meeting

...·--·--,-·----·--·.."
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.er we would hear any, is cause for that sells everytlting from Motor Oil·f Star that was given- ta .. him, Otto . Don't let them fool you Fresmnan
general rejoicing.
At present the to Pony Malted Milks. It seems that would still be singing Fren~h there isn't "any elevator on the cambusiness management of the arches- one of Otto's friends went-into this Bauer's (charge it up to .good will) pus. The closest one is up thar in _
Published Every Thursday During The College Ye;ir
that building at Reading Rciad (The .
tra is conducting its annual sale of store to get, hor1·ors, some "chawing praise.
Road to Jerico) arid Mitchell .AveEdward A. Doering
season tickets to the concerts. To tabaker." He asked· for a plug ·of
·university men who pride ourselves Stm'. The unexperienced. one, not
The bratid. new.· "Noose" of this nue. ·
Subscriptiou, $1.50 a Year-Siugle Copies 5 Cents
The inception of the new scholas- on· the acquisition of general culture knowing her tobaccos and also fear-· week hangs about the neck of'
Office: 52 Biolo.gy Bhlg.
Phone: JE. 3220
tic year has put us back into the lit- this must be a matter of real im- ing that tlte tobacco purchaser was Cliarles-"I'm . a Sophomore, don't
Down from Macatawa; Michigan,
crni·y field once more and we are parlance. The students of Xavier one of tltose. sleuths• knowns a• forget"-Davoran. He tells one of comes a tip that Joe Lconar4 is just
i\lembers of National College Press Association
.
Univc.rsity ought to form a good- checkc1·s, became excited. Site saw Otto's grapevi11 e guys that-he would comi11ii out of the 2 mo71th's siege of-.
hnvmg rather a time getting started. sized group among the devotees of some stale Brown's Mule setting i11 not mind it at al! getting married to throes witli Martha. · You are going
Our mdinl~ keeps harking back tdo fine music. Heretofore some were a drawer, and wanted to get rid of his Peggy .. Charly, the way.you· sat "to be "good news" Joe when you are
EDITORIAL STAFF
mtl:ny e ig1lts of the vacation perio kept away from the concerts because I it. She said, "I'm sorry, we haven't
'
,
· ·; t
and we arc tempted to tell" about
on tile porch· at t h e Country Cl u b a Sophom.ore.
RAYi'llOND F. iUcCOY, '34
several of them in !hi:> first issue of of price but who will not spend as any Star but we have some WHITE Satttrday night it looked as tltough
Editor-in-Chief
"Arts and Letters." We understand little as thirty-eight cents for sev~ MULE. Would you like some?"
you were married 20 years. Let It . Xavier's Football Guards'"Theme
Cliff Lange, '35 ....................................................................., ........ Managing Editor that many of our readers are still era! ho~rs of the finest artistic pleas- . And this is the store that sells so go at that; let it go at .that.
Song: "Hold Your Man." .
.
Ja1nes Moriarty, '35 ...................................................................... Associate Editor planning autumn. trips to A Century ure ~vailabl.e . If you doubt t?ese.f!- 1 muclt of tliat ..stuff which makes a ""'""'""'""'""'""'~""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'!'!!!o""'""'""'""'""'!!!
Joe Link, '35 .......................... ~....................................................... Associate Editor of Progress Exposition at Chicago. nancrnl stal!shcs why not mvesh- pause refreshing.
gate?
·
John Brink, '34 .......................................................................... Editorial Assistant
To those who are in search of
Don't TAMPA with ihat, ~ellow,
John Roach, '34 .............................................................................. Exchange Editor Of the exposition itself we have
nothing
to
say,
for
we
found
little
of
reading
matter
we
suggest
"The
.
l'
bl
AUBURN
Paul Barrett, '36 .................................................................................. Sports Editor artistic interest in it. No trip to Chi- Story of San Michele" by Dr. Axel its 1a e to
you.
Edward Doering, '34 ................................................................................ Columnist
cago, however, would be complete Munthe. If you have already read
Howard Linz, '34 ............................................................................ Headline Editor without a thorough visit to the Art
·
That down-the-river-school, which
Reporters: Robert Efkenian, '37; Dick Kearney, '35; Steve Baird, '35i Frank Institute where one of the finest col- these delightful memoirs you will
Reilly, 35; Eugene Ry~n, '35; Vincent Eckstein, '35; Tom McDonough, lections of paintings ever assembled appreciate the reminder to 1·ead sits upon the brow of the hill over.
A
.
them
again;
if
you
have
never
read
looking
the Ohio-and also ·over36; Charles Blase, '36; Charles McDowell, '36; Frank Overbeeck, '36; m merica is on display for the dur- the work it .will constitute an im- looks Dam
No. 37, or is it No. 36?George Trenn, 135; Larry McQuaide, '36; Paul Long, '37i Rawlings ation of the exposition.
portant find. It >yill captivate the first attracts our attention, this seYoung, 37; Paul Riesenberg, '35.
To discuss the collection Jn any interest of anyone be he physician, mester.
·
proper degree would consume much or philosopher, world t~aveler, or
For, as the clipped dog would unmore
space
than
that
allotted
to
us,
recluse,
and
yet
the
ordinary
studoubtedly
say
therein
lies a
BUSINESS STAFF
but we feel that a mention of a sec- dent is. bound to consider it a valu- "tale." One of the members of
ROBERT HELMICK, '35
lion which held particular attrac- able friend.
J Xavier's Fourth Estate-no, no, Martian for ourselves will not be con ...
Business Manager
strued as a deprecation of any other
timer, I don't mean a Senior-had
Robert Cappel, '34 ............................................ Assistant Advertising Manager (except the modern). The one we
his P. I. N. sent back to him. She,
Charles Davoran, '36 ........................................ Assistant Advertising Manager speak of is that of the Spanish school.
Elinor is the name, charges the culprit with ironicism and back-fence
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - This contains a really splendid group
of unexpectedly large proportion by
talking. He-Otto is keeping his
the Graeco-Iberian painter, Darnenname secret for, paradoxically as it
ico Theotocopuli, frequently known
seems, it would be playing favorites
as El Greco. We imagine that many
-charges the party of the first part
Cincinnatians will share our interwith incompatibility. But both of
FOR A GREATER XAVIER
est in the works of El Greco due 1
them are still friends. At least he
chiefly to the prominence given to
thought he' was until he called her
A Straightforward and Frank Publication of Facts.
his painting, "The Crucifixion with a
on the telephone. The NO she sent
View of Seville," a comparatively
back over the wire at him would
A Greater and Stronger Alumni Association.
recent acquisition ofl the Cincinnati
have put Ed Wynn to shame.
Art Museum. After viewing his art
But to keep your secret Elinor,
for the
as displayed in Chicago we were
and .Uncle Otto will keep his. He
more regretful than ever that hls
knows news when he sees, and hears
college man
genuine followers are so'scarce.
·
it, even if he does seem inconsistent
who knows
For those ·interested in' the theater
at times.
Rulers And Their Rnlesa visit to Chicago will not fail to inFriday noon, Freshmen, your some weeks of hell on earth be- clude attendance at a performance
the value
A
re
you
superstitious?
If
so
what
gin. For it is then that the Freshman rules are to start-with a of 11 Dinner At Eight/' an interesting
do you think of the newspapers when
of casual
swing and a swat. We know from experience that you're going play of the Grand Hotel type, with
they print the patriotic Blue Eagle
with (as Tony Cabbage says) "a doto take what is known as a healthy initiation. But don't let that a fine cast now running at the Grand
By Otto B. Schott
correctness
Opera
House.
Those
who
enjoy
seenut and some sticks in his hand" in
bother you. Because even if you do think about it a lot you are
Now the Clef Ch<b of Xavier isn't a solemn black. Here is tlte song
ing former screen celebrities upon
going to get your initiation.
the stage will drop in at the Cort conceited one bit. They admit that that Jimmy Durante would sing to
Take what the Sophomores give to you with a smile, even Theater to see Pauline Frederick they are the best Choral Club ·in the you, and you, and yOu, and you
when you are bending over for those shoe-strings, because we and her company playing "Her Ma- Stale of Ohio. Besides that they tell about it: "Arc ya goin' to let that
~now that it is the Freshman who yelps, sings the proverbial jesty the Widow," a play highly im- any prospective member that their Blue Bird be a Black Bird once
blues, and is always complaining that gets the worst beating, itative of St. John Rankin's 'The voice can be sirµilar to the Kelly's again?u
Island fog horn but when they are
Then;·too, there is another piece of advice that we'd like to give: Cassilis Engagement.''
Now that we have spent quite a through working on it it will sound
Don't try and hide out during your free hours because your little
One of the attractive sights at the ·
out of town let us return fil lo be on Roxy's Sunday afternoon
1
vigilants, the Sophomores, know all the hiding places-because home time
and look about our own city. concert. It seems as though the Clef Zoo during the recent Food Show
they tried them out last year and were caught.
At first glance we find our immedi- Club's publicity manager hasn't was besides Susie, Joh.n, Socko, Rally-Polly-Eyes,
Wictl1c
selling
French
traveled
about
anywhere,
since
travDon't get the idea, Freshmen, that you are going to be put ate environs rather dismal but as we
Bauer's famous confection, the
on the grid-iron and that the days of Nero are once again upon gaze out farther the horizon appears eling broaden one's mind.
Fudgicle.
(Two
ads
but
no
income.)
you. Just remember that your friends, the Sophomores, can go quite brilliant. There is very little
And now comes a mt of Iainbic Mr. Ferguson the upcand-going conso far and no further.
They are governed by the same rules to do close nt hand at present except
tact man for F. B.'s gave Otto one
entertainment which the screen Pentameter in 3-4 time:
that govern you, even if they don't realize it. There is a Student the
of these new sweets. If it was Three
has to offer. This week even that is A ti-mid :wui was Joe McGee,
Council and a Xaverian News to back up any of your claims of rather good, for the film, "Lndy For Only
one ltealtlty virttte had he:
injustice. But don't think, however, that you can complain on A Day", now fit the Capitol Theater, He cated not about the Social Haunt
anything. The members of these two organizations were Fresh- is certainly quite above the average From dunking do-nuts in a Restaurmen at one time, too.
Let's all make it a successful initiation. which again gocs·ta prove the con ..
ant.
lention that stories originally proYou'll benefit from it if you take it in the right, spirit.
duce~ either for the stage or t.he
Hefc is a story of an 1n1experienc..
publisher when acted by a cast with ed girl clerk in a chain drug store
Prove for yourself wbot goml looking Suit a Style Brooke ia
For Freshmen (Ami Some Sophomol'es, Yes Even Some for the most part legitimate stage
for $18, by tryiug one on tomorrow al Mabley's in tbe new,
experience, invariably result in bet.. -··Juniors)"beeka, slri1ies or over11lnids. Nole tlle "asual, easy style
ter photographs than those dramatic
Attendance at or preparation for and participation in extra and histrionic materials are born and
of Sayle Brookes.
bred
in
Hollywood.
curricular activity are two distinct phases of college life.
Class
The bright future to which we alwork gives mind training and information; the other gives the
i.ten's Store : Seco11d Floor
luded above concerns chiefly the
self-confidence and poise necessary for utilizing the first. To say coming
season of our Cincinnati
L..I
that the extra-curricular activity is just as important as the schol- Symphony Orchestra. The fact that
astic work is to underestimate its value, for without it your class we are to hear sixteen pairs of conPhoto Engraving
work can be !"lit to no practical use.
certs presenting, besides a splendid
Participation in sporting contests, debates, English and Latin orchestra, many of the world's most
514. MAIN STREET
contests, a lecture for the Dante Club, oratorical contests, or an outstanding soloists in a year in
interview for the NEWS, even at.tending a dance, will help much which there was grave doubt whcth-
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in eliminating any trace of that inferiority feeling.
Didactic though we may seem, we seniors have met no more
tragic person than the graduate who, however hard he studied
and however high his grades, not only can not sell himself to
others but can not even convince himself he is good.
We feel
that his college education has only augmented his misery.
Freshmen, (and some Sophomores, yes even some Juniors)
inquire about Xavier's organizations.
Watch the paper and the
bulletin board. Select one or two attractive groups for this year
with a view to increasing the number later on.
If tempted to
join anymore than one or two at first, remember that the morose
introvert is only slightly worse off than the self-confident ignoramus.

•

And all of these things can
.be said about Granger-the
tobacco that's made to smoke
in a pipe•.
Granger is made of White
Burley Tobacco-it's made
by Wellman's Method, the
right process...;.. it's packed
right. Folks seem to ·like it
-just try, it.
·a se11sible package
lO'cerits

•."._=

We thought that the penk had been
statistics: An inquiry made at Hnr. 'reached when we heard .thnt they were v:nrd revealed that male students there

~·-"·coriducting

intercolleglnte shooting: carry on their person nn average of !?2
'.;:,tournaments by telegrnph, but the cents. At Mlnmi University the Jlgures
,:_,._Straw that broke the camel's back was Ure even Jower-tl1e average amount.
~~,~llecl. on".·by Pittsburg, Y'here .they are being 6 5-7 i;ents. Gold-diggers nre
1•.;~.-conducting.,_ telegraphic
swimming 'mere ~'copper" prospects. Jn 11.tbem

··

·
,··-

.'

thar.plaoos." . ." ., .. ·

·

j~~~~~!sj,
Mahley & Carew
.!.._,_,_,,_,,_,,_,,__. _,,_. _jf __________
-·

••cool" ..bums slowly"
,,doesn't smoke hot" ••Jon't bite"

The Size Of The NcwsPast years in the history of the NEWS have piled up a deficit of approximately eight hundred dollars.
Ways and means
of paying off some of this debt are being discussed.
Your co. operation will be necessary for their success.
But even if we do not pay off any of the debt, this much is
certain, we· will not add any to it. We have sufficient advertising to pay for the cost of the edition. This week the increased
advertising enabled us to put out a larger paper. We shall continue to do this as long as we can pay for it.
Perhaps the next edition will° see us back to the smaller size.
Much depends on you.
In patronizing our advertisers mention
that you "saw it in the Xaverian News". If you know or meet a
prospective advertiser inform any member of the busihess staff
··and he will close the deal for you:

'···::·

Slickers

about tobacco

The Philopedian Society is oil' to a good start this year. The
first meeting was graced by a turnout of close to forty interested
members which is a very favorable indication of what may b~
expected for the rest of the year.
There appears to be a new
spirit of earnestness and determination permeating the entire
organization. The officers set the example by calling a meeting
on the first available occasion and the plans for the year include
an insistence on a higher standard from the debaters themselves.
One of the most significant changes is the firm union of the
Debating learn with the Philopedian Society. Heretofore both
of these units were more or less distinct and individual.
The
new plan can not be anything but beneficial to both organizations.
If the intercollegiate debaters are to be chosen from a group of
40 or more, competition is bound to be keen and the winning debaters as a consequence arr> bound to be more effective. On the
other hand, if each member of the Society is competing for a
place on the intercollegiate team, his ordinary weekly debates
are bound to be much improved.
With such a promising outlook Xavier ought to have a.highly
succe~sful debating· season this year, not only in competing with
other universities but more noticeably in improving the standard
of intramural debates.
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Much has heen printed

New Deal In The Philop-
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$18
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The.y.. S~·y I

John P. Roach
A new column. The first q~estion
.to be' answered is what will it cover. Well, to be philosophical we'll
.say that its.material.object will concern campus occurrences arid activities. The formal object will be confined to opinions or comments-elth.er ., by your· reporter or representa. tive students. . During the year we
':.. hope to bring you as many student
.. · _opinions as possible. Wheri opportune your scribe will take it upon
himself to direct your attention to
:-the material object of this column.
.... In talking over the prospects of
the team with Captain John Weithe
the other day he had this to say of
· the 1933 edition of the Musketeers.
·"It"'seems as though the Blue a~d
.White is about to face the toughest
. schedule in the history of the school
-but we are also well fortified for
our campaign. The four positions
which were left open by graduation
. last year are being capably handled
by the younger Sophomores, Juniors,
and Seniors of this year. We are a
long way ahead of the Musketeer
teams of previous years as we accomplished all the fundamentals,
signals, and timing in the strenuous
spring practice sessions which were
conducted in a very systematic manner by Coach Joe ·Meyer and Clem
Crowe.
"The 1933 team;· with a year of
"big time" competition under Its belt
. combined ·with the general allaround weight of the squad Is about
to topple over our tougher opponents starting with Carnegie Tech on
. Oct. 14. During the past few days
the Varsity has been excelling in
their offensive and defensive blocking, and running wild against· what
I consider some real hard-fighting
Freshman opposition. If you desire
some facts about this year's fighting
eleven be on hand when we open up
with Transylvania· on the 22nd of
this month and I am sure you will
.. see a real team."
If the rest of the team· goes into
the season with the same attitude,
John, we haven't any doubts as to
its success. Go to it. We're all for
you.
While we are on the subject of
· . football we ought to take a look at
another activity which the advent of
the grid season ushers in. Yes, we're
speaking of the Band: . With this in
, mind we approached Dick Reichle to
_find out how tliis organization is
rounding into shape. According to
Dick we can say-well, let him tell
you himself.
. "After, surveying the band's first
rehearsal last week, every student
on the college campus can rest as. sured:that this'year's band is going
to be one of the greatest ever put on
·parade. There are approximately
thirty-five college men, an· increase
·of about forty percent over last
· ye~r's rec?rd. The. members are
quite elllc1cnt mus.1cally and the
band as a whole will be very suecessful.
. "Mr. George Bird .!rns retur'!ed to
direct t.he ~oys. agam and "."111 do
everything m his power to .give the
stud!"nts an.d patrons of Xa.v1er a fine
musical umt. He has received much
talent· both from tlic students !iving at 'the dormitory and also quite
a few· day students, so that it looks
as though the Freshmen members
will predominate this year. The first
rehearsal was a huge success and
Mr: Bird was well pleased with the
results. ·
"Fred Leaman will again wave the
Drum Major's baton and Richard
. Reichle will be the Student Director.
· Walter Hurley will take care of the
. duties of Librarian with· Bill Lambert filling the post of Senior Manager. Nelson Post is Junior Manager. We all promise our best for
the year."
.Sounds good Dick. Especially that
forty percent increase. When you
readers stop to · consider that the
.Band became a purely student or.. ganization for the first time last year
·you can readily see what real progress· has been made. Incidentally
- we're sure that more material would
be very welcome. ' The Band is go-
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WhyS.not
McEvoy,
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CROSS WIRES

In keeping with. the forward attitude being shown all around us it
wouldn't be a bad idea to consider
the school itself. What is the Faculty doing? Well sir, you can probably
answer that yourself but it won't do
any harm. to mention something.
You all know, of course, that there
is now in. operation a. co-operative
plan of education in the business
school. At present there are not
many statistics or examples of its efficacy-in this institution. It is only
now getting under way. Don't think,
however, that it is only an experiment. It's not" Other universities
have and are using it with great
success. First of all it is a five year
course. The Freshman year is a
whole year of uninterrupted study.
Immediately upon completing the
f\rst year students will be placed in
various business capacities. Then,
until the completion of the course,
they will work three months and go
to school three months, giving them
time to see the real working of a
business over a comparatively long
period of time. At graduation the
s.tudent will have learned the practical as well as the theoretical side
of business and will have made contacts which will aid him in selecting
and gaining a position in the commercial world.
·
Go to the office and get a catalogue
of the School' of Commerce. Talk it
up outside of school. Someone, who
at present may not see his way clear
to a college education, may be helped to a real position by your interest
in. the matter.
That reminds us. Before we
close let's take notice of the newest
addition to the list of activities. It
happens to be connected with the
same school-the School of Commerce.
A Commerce Club is being organized here. As· yet we haven't much
in the line of facts to pass on but we
are assured by the three men who
are working on the matter-Linz,
Frazer, Moellering-that it will materialize. You can gather all the information to date from an accompanying news article. Suffice it to
say that this is just another indication of the new spirit that has p·ervadcd the school.
... Why not partake of this spirit and
get into some activity yourself.
There's room for everyone. All that
is neccsary is a willingness to work
and you'll get somewhere. This is
directed especially towards the
Sophomores and Freshmen. See Fr.
Steiner, make known your ambitions, and you'll get located.

FORl\IER XAVIER PROF.
LOYOLA PRESIDENT
Rev. Dr. Samuel Knox Wilson, S.
,J., who taught at ·xavier University
from 1909 to 1913 and has a wide
acquaintance in the Queen City, was
named president of Loyola University, Chicago, to succeed the Rev ..
Robert M Kelly S. J,
After leaving 'xavier, Rev. Father
Wilson completed his theological
studies and was ordained in 1917. He
then studied abroad receiving the
.
degree.of Doct'?r of .Ph1!osophy.from
Cambridg':' University m 1923.
.
L~yola 1s the sec.and larges~ Um.vers1ty under Jesuit control m the
United States being outranked only
by Fordham University, New York
C_ity.
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A Freshman at Asllbury Oollege mistook the president of tile college for
a classmate the night of the Frosh
party, and, slapping him violently on
the back, cried: "I'll be seeln' you."·
And, undoubtedly he did.

ELE·T HALL
CAFETERIA

"We laugh at all professor's Jokes
No matter what they be;
Not because they're funny ones
Just because it's policy."
-The oarnegle Tartan.
Because the school ls largely suppo•ted by eamlngs from the tobacco
crops, North <Ja.rolln1i students are allowed to smoke In classes, even in exams.-'Worklng · their way through
school?
·
Ten married men In a publ!c speaking class at Fenn College, ·'Cleveland,
asked to be allowed to bring their
wives to class for tuition and a half
per couple. The dean answered the
request: "Any married man who haS
the courage to train his wife to speak
even more ' fluently t.han she doe&
now should be congratulated. Your
studies must have !liven you unusual
self-confidence, and you deserve a re•
ward. :Srlng your wife along on the
terms you proposed .• .''-The Heights.

TI

't'Where Old Frierids Are Met
And New Frierids Are Made"

·1

TI

A professor at Loyola, Baltimore, 11
said to have written a complete, unabridged version of the Bible on a
sheet of a by Ul paper by using abbreviations. We would like this confirmed.

EXCELLENT CUISINE

A senior at Wisconsin finding hlm-

_self unable to pass an examination

pinned a five-dollar bill on the bluebook and wrote, "Let your conscience
be your gul~e." He passed.
Three Unlvera!ty of Utah co-eds
were treated for frozen knees at the
University's health service this winter.
Wonder if they had water on the knee
<pun).

Football Schedule, 1933
Xavier Uuivm·sity
Sept. 22-Transyivania College
Corcoran Field (Night)
Sept. 29-Kenyon College
Corcoran Field ·(Night)
Oct, 6-Adrian College
Corcoran Field (Night)
Oct, 14-Carllegle Tech.
Corcoran Field (Day)
Oct, 20-Washlngton-Jefferson
Corcoran .Field (Night)
Oct. 28-Centre College
Corcoran Field (Day)
Nov. 3-Loyola U. (New Orleans)
at New Orleans La. (Night)
Nov. 18-lndiana University
Corcoran Field (Day)
Nov. 30-Haskell lndlans
Thanksgiving
Corcoran Field (Day)
Night games-8:15 p. m.
Day games-2:30 p. m •

I

"ON THE CAMPUS"
I

l

Mark Schniidt, Manager .
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Watch 'Em
, When Xavier's Flute Blowers
strut down the field tomorrow
night wafoh Lehman twisting that
thing known as the baton; Hold
your breath when he gets beneath
the goal post for it is then that
. you'll see a bit of baton gymnastt1cs Last year, Lehman, averaged .625 In bis attempts at hurling the shiny stick over the horizontal bar.
Hold your breath and, when he
makes it, stand up.

O FAR as I can tell •.• and I've
smoked a lot of them ... CHEST·

S

ER~IELDS

are always the same. They
have a pleasing taste and aroma.
I smoke 'em before breakfast and
after dinner. I smoke 'em when I'm
working. I smoke 'em when I'm rest·
ing. And always they satisfy. They
suit me right down to the ground;
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Alumni·

CLEF CLUB TO SING
AT FOOTBALL GAMES

r--------~---------~----:~~I

!--------·-·---~--~---~----EPSILON CHI LAMBDA HONORARY

Xavier University Musketeer's
New Home
need your assistance, FRESHMEN! I
For the benefit of Fre•hmen, EpThe regular routine followed every
If physical expansion is a sign of
progress, the A. A. made great year by the coaches finds the Fresh- silon Chi Lambda, Xavier's newer
honorary
fraternity, was founded to
strides during the summer months. man squad in the role of trial horses
The Alumni Office moved into larg- for the Varsity. However, this year reward men who have distinguished
er quarters on the ·first floor of the the small size of the Freshman themselves in extra curricular activBiology Building on the first of Au- squad endangers their value in these ity.. Twenty-five points, gained as
gust. Alumni are urged to make daily tests of the team. There are indicated by the following table, are
this office their headquarters when undoubtedly more football players required for a graduate's eligibility
in the Freshman class than has to the group.
visiting the campus.
The Student Council founded and
shown up for practice so far.
If
these
fellows will come down to the is guardian of the fraternity.
Board Meeting
The Board of Governors will meet fieldhouse Monday they will be fur.
POINTS
Monday night, September 25, to dis- nished wi•h equipment.· Be there! I Glee Club ................................ 2
cuss fall policies of the Association.
Philopedian
............................
1
Here is what Sock Weithe has to
Plans for the general October meet- say to these Frosh:
Debating Team ...................... 2
ing, October 4, will be completed.
°Fellows, this year we're going to Sodality .................................... 1
try to put Xavier on the football Officer of Sodality ................ 1 plus
Seen At The World's Fair
map. But we can't do it unless we Editor or. Business Mgr.
(News-Annual) ................ 5
Rev. Ferdinand A. Moeller, S. J., enter each game in tip-top shape.
Xavier's octogenarian, emeritus pro- And we can't keep in good form un- Editorial or Bus. Staff(News-Annual) ................ 2
fessor, and alumnus of the Class of less we meet the stiffest possible qp1870, saw the Century of Progress position in each night's practice. So Presi~ent. of any listed orExposition from a roller chair. Fath-1 let's see a gang of Freshman footganization ............................ 2 plus
er Moeller was induced to use the ball players Monday. The fellows V. Pres., Seer., Treas. of any
listed organization ............ 1 plus
conveyance only after it was pointed that play Freshman Football will be
out that the victims of the many the heroes of the V arslty In future Musketeer Band .................... 2
miles of hard pavement ranged from years".
Manager Band ........................ 1'h
8 lo 80.
Concert Master of Glee Club 1 'h
The light that left Arcturus when
Student Mgr. Football (2
Father Moeller was born has travel- SODALITY OFFICERS
sen. yr.) ............................ .. 1 ea.yr.
ed back again to its starting point
Mgr. Basketball .. .. 1
PLAN FOR YEAR Student
and is on its second round trip unStudent Mgr. Baseball ...... .. 1
doubtedly very sure that it will find
The promotion of personal holi- Cheer Leader (year 'round) 1
him hale and hearty forty years
1
ness and Catholic action is the main ~~d~~~d c~~';,e~~ :::::::::::::::::::: 4
hence.
idea of the Senior Sodality of Xa- President of Class .............. .. 2
vier University, . according tdo t.he, Chess Club ............................ .. 1
'87
Clement J. Barnhorn, "citizen of Rev. Joseph Sterner, new So ahty Masque Society .................... .. 11h
the world" sailed on August 5, moderator who addressed its officers Dante Club ............................ :. 2
aboard the SS. Conte di Savoi for at a meeting last Monday evening. Usher Club ............................ .. 1
Naples, Rome, Florence, Switzer- The former, Father Steiner explain- Lavoisier Chem. Club ........ .. 1
ed, has to do with the devotion Placement Jn:
land, Germany and Paris.
shown to the Bless.cd Sa~r~me~t, Intercollegiate English Cont.
and to Our Lady while ass1stmg m Intercollegiate Latin Cont...
Father Poland
A framed portrait of Rev. John N. the chapel; the latter concerns that Washington Oratorical ...... ..
Poland, S. J., one of the founders which is accomplished outside So- Verkamp Debate .................. ..
Director of Intramurals .... ..
and third moderator of the Alumni dality meetings.
These points will be discussed at Editor of Athenaeum ............ 2
Association, has--.been presented to
the reorganization of the Sodality Article in issue of Athenaeum 'h
the Alumni Office.
proper tomorrow morning at 11:30
(Max. 2 a year)
when the first general meeting of
Athletics:
'26
Maximum for 4 years participation
According to the CLEVELAND the present school term will be held
is 10 pts.
UNIVERSE BULLETIN Representa- in the chapel.
To direct the activities undertaken
Maximum for I year's participative Lawrence A. Kane, of Cincinnati, is one of the militant leaders by the Sodality and to insure no de- lion is 3 pis.
Football give 3 points for 1 year.
of the group in the Ohio House of lay four committees have already
Basketball gives 2 points for 1
Representatives seeking the passage been appointed. They consist of the
of the bill to extend aid to parochial Publicity. committee, headed by Cliff year.
schools during the remainder of Lange; the Eucharistic committee,
Freshman participation Merits
1933 and 1934.
with Robert Cappel in charge; the point for entire year's work.
Apostolic committee, of which RobN. B. Plus after a figure means
ert Helmick is chairman; and the that that figure is to be added to no.
'32
William Muehlenkamp, debater, Mission committee, having William given for regular membership in ororator, and class leader of '32, will Young at its helm.
ganization.
be wedded to Miss Thelma Kampscn, Thursday morning at St. Augustine Church, Covington.
Since graduation Bill has been associated with his fathel' in the firm
of Muehlenkamp, Costigan, and Roll.

The NEWS has received word that
the Clef Club has been arranging
a program of college songs which
will be sung at the coming football
contests.
The various programs· have been
so arranged that as each University
plays at Xavier. stadium their Alma
Mater song will be sung.
In addition to singing other universities' Alma Mater songs the Clef
Club will act as song leader for our
own Alma Mater songs.
All the students have been asked
to sing sincerely, and voluminously,
at the games. Any member of the
Clef Club will be glad to assist those
new members of Xavier University
in securing copies of the words to
the song "Xavier For Aye and
''Xavier Chimes".
Freshmen are asked to secure
their copies of the words to these
songs before the game tomorrow
night as this is one of the requisites
in the Freshman Rules.
11

FRESHMAN VICTIM OF
UNUSUAL ACCIDENT
Walter Herschede, Freshman, suffered a broken leg Saturday, September 16, when he fell dow11 the
lower tv.10 steps in the Basement of
Science Hall.
Herschede, a former Purcell High
student, unfamiliar with the steps in
the basement of the building assumed lhere were no more steps to be
descended.
His confusion caused
his fall down the remaining two
steps.
After his fall, Freshman Herschede was unable to move his leg because of the intense pain. His call
for help attracted the attention of
John Snyder. Herschede was taken to the hospital where it was
found that both the tibia an•1 the
remur of the right leg were fractured.
Herschedc was able to return to
class Tuesday with the help of a
plaster cast and crutches.

TRAINER RETURNS
Tony Comella, a familiar figure
around the Xavier campus, is again
filling the position of trainer which
he vacated last year, Cornelio' succeeds Cyril Hill in this capacity.
Comello's return to the team has
{been boisterously received by the
players for several reasons.
Besides being par excellent at keeping
the boys in 100 per cent condition,
Tony is well known for his ability to
entertain. More "than one Coach believes, and rightly, that a team In
~ood humor plays better football;
Ohio State even carries a man for
that express purpose.
However this week Tony may be
forgiven if he is not in the best of
humor for the ball team which he
coached during the summer was
just defeated for the amateur championship of the city. Tony coached
several Xavier Diamond outfits and
obtained great results so we cannot
understand last week's defeat.

DR. GERST DEAN OF
LOYOLA GRADUATES

•32
The engagement of Miss Nelda
Dietz and Louis C. Meyer, soloist for
the Clef Club and member of the
Masque Society during his undel'grndunte days, was announced this
week.
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Prize Cupa
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'22
Mrs. J. Ben Grause, Sr., mother of
J. Ben Grause, Assistant City Solicitor, died at her home, 4026 Delaney Avenue, Northside, on Friday,
September 8. Members of the Association through their officers express sympathy to the bereaved
family.
'29
Robert J. Willmes, S. J., outstanding Latin student and member of
the Athenaeum staff during his two
years with the Class of '29, returned
from Rome in August where he was
engaged in study for the last two
years. Mr. Willmes took part in
many of the Holy Year services held
in St. Peter's.

. USHERS

Members of Xavier's Usher
Rev. Dr. Francis J. Gerst, S. J.,
Club are asked to assemble at the
professor of mathematics at the Xa- press box ID the Stadium toda:r at
vier University summer school this 11:50 a, m. to set their posltlom
year, has just been named dean. of for tomorrow Dlsht's .football
the graduate school of Loyola Uni- same. .Jack Walsh, alumnus uallversity, Chicago, it was learned here er director, will he there to au1p
today,
·
the various sectlom to the uahen.
Father Gerst' Is a native Clncin·
Robert Ryan, student president.
natian and was educated· at Xavier. of the organization, has asked all
He holds the degree: of doctor of of last year's members to be there
philosophy in mathematics from
since a few minor dUllcultles
Johns Hopkins University. He has have arisen because of the reallobeen on the faculties of Detroit,
cation of the student section· at
John Carroll, St. Louis, and Xavier the stadium.
Universities.
He succeeds Rev. Dr. Satriuel
Kriox Wilson, S. J., who has just
nois, Indiana, Kentucky, Virginia,
become president of Loyola.
West Virginia, are represented at
Elet Hall, the University dormitory.
The two sets of twins of last year,
DIVERSIFIED
Eugene and William Donkel of ToENROLLMENT ledo, and Joseph and Harold Link
of Cincinnati, have returned. The
The opening of the present school Donkel twins are Sophomores this
year of 1933 at Xavier found stu- year.
Many of last year Chicago boys
dents registered from practically every part of the United States, Such have returned and quite a few of the
older
students have brought with
states as Georgia, Missouri, New
·
York, Michigan, Pennsylvania, .Jlli- them younger brothers.

I

FORMER PRESIDENT
DEAD
Rev. James McCabe, for111.er president of Xavier University, died Sept,
1 at noon according to word receiv~
ed from John Carroll University,
Cleveland, where he was living in
retirement.
Father McCabe headed Xavier
from January 1, 1917, to April 1,
1923. It was under his administration that the new plant on the Avondale campus was begun. Hinkle Hall
and Science Hall were completed
during these years.
Father McCabe was a student of
Xavier having attended the univer ..
sity ciuring the year 1878-1879. He
left Xavier to enter the Jesuit Novitiate at Florissant. He studied philosophy and theology at Woodstock,
Maryland, and was ordained to the
priesthood by Cardinal Gibbons on
June 25, 1894.
Three years aftel' ordination he
became president of St. Mary's College, St. Mary's, Kansas, which post
he held for ten years. In 1908 he
went to Marquette University as
dean and within a few months was
made president. In 1911 he went to
Detroit University as a faculty
member, later becoming dean. He
remained there for six years until
his appointment to the Xavier presidency.
Father McCabe was a native of
County Meath, Ireland. He is survived by relatives in Xenia and
Dayton, Ohio.

WIETHE CALLS FOR .
FRESHMEN GRIDDERS

PLANT

Because ...
·we use only fine center
leaves, no stems, no-stalks
We actually discard 86% of the
tobacco plant. Because we use
only the fine center leaves-no
stem-no stalk. And each Lucky
comes to you fully packed with
ripe, mellow,
choice tobaccos.
I
round and firm-no loose ends.
Is it any wonder that Luckies
are always so mild-so smooth?

because Bostonians set
the fashion pace without setting you llown
too hard in price.

and up to 7.50

ALWAYS 1Aefi11est toAaccos
Sketched Is the "Fenway'', a modified brogue that
soes with either sport or "civilian" clothes. Black or
brown. One of the many styles at $5.50 •
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. :Bostonian Shoe Dept. in Charge of
·
Bu"h Vollman, Xavier '26.
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